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The first official contact - the Attorney
General and Bailiff at the airport
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The German Army invaded Norway and Denmark in April 1940 and 
Belgium, Holland and France in May. On 1 July 1940 the Germans 
arrived in the island.

The German ultimatum demanded that 
white crosses of surrender be painted in 

prominent places such as the Royal Square 
and the Airport.

The Attorney General, CW Duret-Aubin, 
was among the Crown Officers who met the 
German invaders at the States Airport on the 
morning of 1 July 1940.

The Town Hall, ‘der Rathaus’ in German, 
became a favourite site for propaganda 
photographs of German troops and British 
policemen working together.

The Observation Tower at La Corbière was 
built as part of the 1941-44 fortification 
programme. By May 1945 over 67,000 mines 
were laid around the island.

Much of the fortification work was carried 
out by the Organisation Todt which used 
up to 6,000 slave workers, mainly Russians 
and Spanish Republicans. British Intelligence 
estimated the death rate amongst slave 
workers to be 40%.
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War crimes testimony

This testimony was given by the Bailiff, 
Alexander Moncrieff Coutanche, at the war 

crimes trials of Colonel Oberst Knackfuss and 
General Muller. In it he describes the bombing 
raid of the 28 June when the island had been 
fully demilitarised. The Germans met with no 
resistance and yet still carried out an air raid on 
Jersey killing ten people and injuring nine. 

T
War strikes home

This telegram was sent by the 
Lieutenant Governor to the 

Prime Minister on the 27 June 1940 
describing the situation in Jersey 
as the German aircraft bombed the 
island. It had not been made public 
that the island had been demilitarised 
so the Germans still saw Jersey as 
a potential threat whose defences 
needed to be tested.   
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Notice to surrender

On 1 July 1940 three 
notices demanding the 

unconditional surrender of 
Jersey were dropped on 
different parts of the Island. 
These notices were in German 
and were signed by General 
Richthofen, the Commander 
of the German Air Force in 
Normandy. This is a copy of 
one of these notices.  

B/A/W30/1
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A response to the surrender notices

On 1 July 1940, a States sitting was held discussing surrendering to the Germans. It was decided that 
the civilians should be ordered to remain calm and that no resistance should be shown as in the 

long run it would be more damaging. Without the support of the army Jersey did not have much chance 
to oppose the Germans and the way to save as many lives as possible was to surrender the Island.  

B/A/W30/3
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A warning 

During the 
Occupation, 

Organisation Todt 
forced workers 
were employed to 
complete work on 
defences for the 
Germans. 

As can be seen 
by this note the 
Germans were 
worried about 
workers escaping 
and integrating into 
Jersey society and 
Islanders were under 
threat of punishment 
if they did help the 
workers.  

B/A/W50/48A/D1/Y2


